
Katun Toner
Cartridge

for use in Sharp AR 
151 Series* Digital

Copier/Printers
Katun PN: 45023650

State-of-the-art technology 
delivers reliable performance and
considerable cost savings!
This new-build cartridge utilizes all new
components and a circuit chip that integrates and
communicates with the copier monitoring system.
From toner yield to physical properties to copy
quality metrics, Katun and supplier test results
confirm the toner performance is OEM-equivalent.
This, in conjunction with our globally universal
cartridge design and circuit chip, makes your
decision to save money even easier.  Like other
Katun Performance products, the combination of
high quality, reliable performance, and competitive
pricing make these Katun toner cartridges your 
best overall value.
*For use in Sharp models: AR F 152, AR 122E, AR 122 E N, AR 122 EN, 
AR 123 E, AR 151, AR 152 E, AR 152 E N, AR 153 E, AR 153 E N, 
AR 156, AR 157 E, AR 157E N, AR 168 D, and AR 168S.

Katun Black Toner
for use in Sharp AR 651/810  
Series Digital Copier/Printers
Katun PN: 45023561

Katun Performance toner provides 
industry-leading product performance, 
and the best value for you and 
end-user customers.
Katun brand copier toners and developers undergo
rigorous evaluation and ongoing quality assurance 
to ensure they provide excellent performance and
absolute dependability. Our copier toners provide
OEM-equivalent or better copy quality, fusing
performance, and yields. In addition, Katun copier
toners provide you with a wide range of
opportunities to maximize your supplies profits.

Although these toner refill kits offer savings and benefits to 
the environment, we do understand that new cartridges are 
also essential to your business.  We have recently developed 
two new high-quality toner products to meet those needs.

Katun toner cartridge rebuild kits are a sensible,
responsible way for you to save money and help
preserve this delicate world we share. 
You can achieve substantial cost savings while reducing the
amount of waste, in the form of large toner cartridges, you
would otherwise send to landfills or pay to have removed.

Katun Black Toner Refill Kits
for use in Sharp AR M350/M450-Series Digital

Copier/Printers and Sharp AR 235/275/5127 
Series Digital Copier/Printers 

Katun PNs: 45023650, 45023651

Count on reliable performance and 
state-of-the-art technology with these 

cost-effective toner rebuild kits for 
Sharp digital copiers/printers.

Circuit Chip Technology
This toner kit provides OEM-equivalent toner 
performance and features a circuit chip that integrates
and communicates with the copier monitoring system,
enabling you to rebuild the toner cartridge with
complete confidence.

Outstanding Cost Savings
By purchasing this competitively priced alternative 
for these Segment 2, 3 and 4 DC/Ps, you can rebuild
OEM toner cartridges at significantly reduced cost
versus purchasing new OEM cartridges. 

Total Convenience
Clear and precise instructions enable quick and
accurate rebuilding, ensuring stable performance 
and significant cost savings.  Average cartridge 
rebuild time is 15 minutes or less.

Katun has many other toner 
cartridges and refill kits available 
for Sharp applications.  Visit the

Katun Online Catalogue at

www.katun.com 
for more information.
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Katun Performance Products

Katun Performance is our complete line of office automation products 
that combine our highest quality level with consistent, reliable performance 

and competitive pricing - and provide excellent overall value. 

Katun Performance products meet strict quality guidelines and have been 100% 
tested and approved according to the Katun 360° Certification process, which includes

environmental testing, forward and reverse compatibility testing, model application testing,
and component compatibility testing.  In addition, all Katun Performance products are

warranted to be free from functional defects in material and workmanship for one 
year and come with the highest level of Katun technical support.
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Katun And You - Working To 
Protect Our Fragile Environment
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